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Line and Plane to Solid: analyzing their use in design 
practice through shape rules 

Gareth Paterson and Chris Earl 
The Open University, UK 

Design practice is complex and multifaceted. Designing the form of three-
dimensional objects, for example, involves the creation of a number of design de-
scriptions. This paper, with the aid of examples drawn from empirical studies of 
design practice, focuses on the relations between a number of geometrical design 
descriptions, and examines their use through an analysis of shape rules derived 
from practice. 

Introduction 

Stiny [1] observes that attempting to define a design by the process used 
to create it is unproductive. While it can reveal the methods and behaviour 
which create designs, it can do this without necessarily saying what de-
signs are. In turn, examining the products of the design process can con-
fuse the final results with the descriptions used to create them. Instead of 
product or process, however, Stiny suggests that designs can be characte-
rized both by the design descriptions which are used and by the relations 
that exist between these descriptions. Drawings in architecture and product 
design, for example, are used to describe the three-dimensional form of de-
signs sufficiently clearly for physical objects to be made from them, and a 
design will often require a number of drawings, that is distinct descrip-
tions, to do this in practice. Other forms of geometrical descriptions, such 
as solid models, may also be required to achieve this aim. It is in the indi-
vidual usages of a multiplicity of descriptions and the relations that exist 
between them that designs are to be found. This paper will show that close 
observation of design process provides strong evidence for Stiny’s claim 
that a design is '...an element in an n-ary relation among drawings, other 
kinds of descriptions, and correlative devices as needed.' [1]. Further, the 
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paper demonstrates that the framework of an n-ary relation among geome-
trical shape descriptions leads to explicit and objective accounts of design 
process.  These are especially useful in gaining better understanding of 
processes in creating three dimensional designs. 

Stiny also notes that viewing designs as n-ary relations in this way calls 
into question programme, context, technology, and material as the exclu-
sive generators of form, and that formal, functional, rational, and historical 
accounts of how design occurs are incomplete as practice is inevitably 
more complex than they suggest [1]. The benefits to design practice of the 
use of multiple descriptions has in the past been examined by several au-
thors including Soufi and Edmonds [2], Kilian [3], and Li [4] Of these Li 
has so far engaged with the nature of the relations between multiple geo-
metrical descriptions in his shape grammar  for teaching  the Yingzao fashi 
architectural style. 

Li’s linking of geometrical descriptions, such as architectural plans and 
elevations in his grammar, touches on a point raised by Knight [5], that the 
lines and other geometrical elements contained in these descriptions can be 
used to represent many things, such as the abstract divisions of space in an 
architectural parti, or more concrete spatial elements such as walls and 
floors. Knight’s analysis [5] indicates that this multiple referencing by spa-
tial elements is one of the many ways that representational ambiguity is 
pervasive throughout design [5]. While representational ambiguity is im-
plicit in the graphical elements operated on in shape grammar implementa-
tions, Knight also notes that the focus of research into shape grammars has 
so far largely been on their part ambiguity; that is the ambiguity in how 
parts of a design are perceived and used [5]. This is understandable as the 
ability of part ambiguity to create emergent shapes from existing elements 
is a unique and powerful of feature of the shape grammar formalism. 
However, the emphasis of research on the relations of elements within a 
single graphical description, rather than on the relations of these elements 
across the multi-dimensional n-ary of design descriptions, can limit the ap-
plicability of shape grammars to three-dimensional designs. This is espe-
cially the case when these three- dimensional designs are conceived, dur-
ing the design process, in terms of several related descriptions.  This paper 
analyses detailed cases of such design processes when creating three di-
mensional designs. Many shape grammar interpreters do not yet take into 
account the use of multiple descriptions or indeed of many of the other fea-
tures of design practice that enable ‘designerliness’ such as parameteriza-
tion or weights [4]. More generally, understanding design processes can be 
assisted by seeing how relations among multiple design descriptions are 
used. More specifically, creating shape grammars to assist in these kinds of 
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design processes is held back by a lack of knowledge of the relations be-
tween design descriptions [1].  

Aims 

The broad aim of this paper is to deliver a greater understanding of how 
three-dimensional designs are created by examining the relations between 
multiple drawn views, and between drawn views and three-dimensional 
descriptions (such as CAD or physical models), as they are employed in 
design practice. To do this first of all requires making sense of designers’ 
design description making activities. In the work reported here the descrip-
tion making is encapsulated in moves between descriptions which allows 
shape rules to be derived from an otherwise unbroken phenomenological 
flow. After deriving shape rules from this flow it is possible to look for ex-
amples of parallel computations within it. Parallel computations, as they 
require multiple design descriptions, can be used to make the relations be-
tween design descriptions explicit. Further, the nature of the correlative 
devices which allow shape rules to propagate across multiple design de-
scriptions can then be inferred. 

Generating form entails more than manipulating a collection of abstract 
linear elements in a single drawing. Multiple drawings are usually required 
to establish three-dimensional relationships, and drawings may be insuffi-
cient in themselves to describe a design. There are practical reasons, there-
fore, '…to connect many devices of many kinds to make a design' [1]. 

The findings reported here highlight the importance of considering rela-
tionships between descriptions if the end result of the generative process is 
a three-dimensional object. Similarly, if shape grammar generation is in-
tended to result in a three-dimensional object and is implemented in a sin-
gle two-dimensional description, shape rules applied in it may result in de-
signs which are inconsistent in three dimensions. In both cases, if the 
design under consideration is intended to result in a three-dimensional ob-
ject it is wise, therefore, to consider the relations between design elements 
across descriptions, such as related views, or other descriptions, such as 
models, either when drawing or when applying shape rules. 

Method 

The method used in this paper to uncover relations between geometrical 
design descriptions is to observe participants who are experienced design-
ers in a series of design protocols. These provide raw data from which 
shape rules are extracted. Initially these data, presented through the specif-
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ic graphical or visual changes made, recorded only the particular modifica-
tion that the participants made to their design descriptions. Subsequently 
these modifications were matched up with left-hand trigger conditions, and 
organized into rule schemas. With the addition of the left-hand of the rule 
it is possible to recognize situations where elements from more than one 
design description are involved. Where this is found to be the case, the 
shape rule in question has been examined in detail to ascertain the nature 
of the correlative devices employed in it. 

The design protocols themselves are intended to be representative of de-
sign practice. To this end they had a formal design brief, specified out-
comes and a time constraint, but were completely unconstrained as to the 
kind of design description that could be employed in them. While observ-
ing designers in situ on live projects would undoubtedly produce data that 
genuinely reflects design practice, disseminating the results of these obser-
vations would be problematic. Observing live projects inevitably raises the 
issue of protecting the intellectual property of the participants. In addition, 
the complex phenomena that arise from the interaction of participants with 
a number of physical and virtual design descriptions, over an extended pe-
riod of time, has the potential to generate unwieldy volumes of data. 

To obviate both of these problems it is necessary to set up artificial 
tasks, and to observe these instead. While they are artificial they have, 
however, been designed to encompass meaningful chunks of practice, i.e. 
which are large enough to include the possibility of employing multiple 
design descriptions, while still small enough not to swamp the enquiry in 
data. By allowing participants as much freedom as possible in their choice 
of design descriptions the design protocols are intended to provide a record 
of their actions which represents, given the constraints imposed by any en-
quiry, a sample of their normal form generation practices. 

Participants, protocol locations, and the design task 

Seven protocols were recorded in a period spanning from Nov 2006 to Mar 
2008. The participants themselves were drawn from an initial pool of ele-
ven individuals which contained both practicing designers and design stu-
dents. No selection of the participants took place other than on the basis of 
their availability within the timeframe of the enquiry. 

In each one hour protocol the participants were given an identical design 
task which required them to generate a proposal for the handle area of a 
domestic clothes iron. After signing a consent form they were presented 
with the design brief, three copies each of three full-size orthogonal views, 
a perspective view and a physical model of the iron base. Wherever possi-
ble the protocols themselves were recorded in the participants’ normal 
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working environment. An iron was specifically chosen as the subject of the 
design brief as it would potentially result in a more organic form, that all 
participants would be familiar with the subject, and whose design would 
be equally amenable to both modelling and drawing. 

A significant aspect of the design protocols themselves is that partici-
pants were allowed complete freedom in their choice of design descrip-
tions. This freedom of course raised the possibility that many participants, 
when faced with one hour in which to generate a design proposal, would 
only produce drawings. However, rather than presenting the task as one 
specifically geared to creating physical or three-dimensional descriptions, 
participants were instead invited to produce any form of description which 
would allow some form of ergonomic assessment. Although this might be 
seen as weighting the design protocols toward using physical three-
dimensional descriptions, violating the intention to allow participants 
complete freedom in their choice of description, it ultimately proved to be 
a very successful gambit. Although one participant did go on to produce 
drawings alone, as a final outcome, and while another produced drawings 
and a virtual three-dimensional description, both came up with alternative 
strategies to allow them to assess the ergonomic aspects of their designs. 

The design descriptions employed in the protocols ranged from purely 
two-dimensional physical drawings to fully three-dimensional virtual 
geometry. Four participants produced blue foam models, as well as side 
elevation and plan view drawings, templates and various supplementary 
drawings. One sculpted a half-scale clay model, in addition to side eleva-
tion, plan view, and supplementary drawings. One produced virtual three-
dimensional geometry in addition to side elevation drawings and a printed 
side elevation, and one produced side elevation and plan view drawings 
alone without any form of three-dimensional design description. 

Four of these protocols, all of which were undertaken by experienced 
designers, were selected to have shape rules for the next stage of the en-
quiry derived from them. The reason for focusing exclusively on the expe-
rienced designers is that their protocols are more likely to be representative 
of professional design practice and, furthermore, to avoid any unnecessary 
redundancy in the choice of design descriptions in what is necessarily a 
finely detailed examination of the participants’ activities. 

Deriving shape rules from segmentation schemes 

Analyzing the protocols first entailed making a record of the visible evi-
dence of the participants’ design activity. This was done by identifying 
each discrete modification made by the participants to their design descrip-
tions during the course of their protocol, employing Schön and Wiggins 
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‘see-move-see cycle’ [7] as the basis of the segmentation scheme from 
which shape rules are derived. 

Where actions are easily differentiable, such as making a mark on paper 
with an individual stroke, a shape rule is defined as the modification made 
to the description by that single action. Where compound actions occur, 
such as rehearsing the stroke of a pencil before committing a mark to pa-
per, repeatedly tracing over the same line to reinforce it, or applying a 
number of sanding strokes to a block of foam, these multiple strokes are 
regarded as a single design ‘move’. This is achieved by noting pauses in 
the participants’ activity as they momentarily stop to assess the effect of 
their actions on the design description. If these pauses are equated to the 
‘sees’ in Schön and Wiggin’s see-move-see cycle, the modification to the 
design description bounded by them is  then taken as being equivalent to a 
shape rule. In these cases, regarding an individual stroke of the pen, or 
stroke of a sheet of glass-paper, as a shape rule would result in fragment-
ing the designers’ actions to the point of unintelligibility, while not neces-
sarily being any more representative of their intentions. 

The individual shape rules identified by this scheme are then collected 
into episodes. When shape rules are applied to a two-dimensional design 
description an episode is defined as commencing with the first shape rule 
applied to that design description, and terminating with the shape rule ap-
plied in a different type of design description, or another instance of the 
same type of design description. 

While this definition of an episode suffices for two-dimensional design 
descriptions, it is less obviously applicable to three-dimensional ones as 
participants would often work on a single instance of a three-dimensional 
design description for considerable periods of time. However, its use dur-
ing this period would vary and could be divided into more or less distinct 
episodes. The criteria to define how the use of a three-dimensional design 
description varies lies in disentangling the spatial degree of the description 
itself from the spatial degree of the shape rules applied to it. Each design 
description is equivalent to an instance of the algebra, U* . To differentiate 
episodes by use when three-dimensional descriptions are employed it is 
necessary to identify the space that a design element, acted on in a shape 
rule, is transformed in. Stiny’s array of algebras of shapes, Uij (6), indexes 
U*  by the spatial degree of the element transformed in, i, and the space it 
is transformed in, j, and provides a convenient way of mapping shape rules 
applied to three-dimensional descriptions against use. 
 

U00 U01 U02 U03 
 U11 U12 U13 
  U22 U23 
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   U33 
 

Fig1. The array of algebras of shapes, Uij, where i is the spatial degree of the ele-
ment transformed in a shape rule, and j is the degree of the space it is transformed 
in. 

Lines on paper, for example, as linear elements which can be trans-
formed in a two-dimensional space, are in U12, while lines drawn on the 
surface of a rectangular three-dimensional block, even though they are ap-
plied to an apparently three-dimensional design description and might su-
perficially be regarded as three-dimensional, as they are limited to two-
dimensional transformations on the surface of the block are also in U12. 

The shape of each element itself has been recreated in CAD on a rule by 
rule basis. Their fidelity has been guaranteed as much as possible by work-
ing directly over scans of the participants’ drawings. Transitory shapes are 
extracted from particular actions either by observing them directly in the 
video record as they are created, or by examining the video record for in-
dividual drawing strokes (or other making actions) which match the shapes 
still present in the final design description: 

Each shape rule derived from the four protocols is recorded as shown in 
Fig2 below. Stills taken from the video record show the beginning and end 
of the action a rule is derived from. This particular example is the 13th rule 
application in Andrew’s protocol and is therefore tagged as rule A013.  
 

  

→ 

  
 

Fig2. Shape rule A013: an example of how modifications to the design description 
are captured from the video record and recorded as shape rules. 

In rule A013 the state of the design description immediately prior to the 
transformation contained in the rule is given on the left-hand side, while 
the transformation itself is laid over a ghosted version of that state on the 
right-hand side. No attempt is made at this point to identify which ele-
ments of the design description are responsible for triggering it. The right-
hand side of the rule, as it has a visible result on the design description, can 
of course be stated explicitly at this stage. 
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Results 

The left-hand side, the triggering condition, although not necessarily visi-
ble, can be inferred by noting explicit spatial relations between the new 
element created by the shape rule and pre-existing elements. In the case of 
shape rule A013, as the new element connects tangentially with two lines 
describing the outer envelope of the forward end of the side elevation, it is 
reasonable to assume that they are responsible for triggering this particular 
rule application. 

 

 

→ 

 

⇒ 

 
 

Fig3. Shape rule A013, now shown with the shape required to trigger it. The rule 
schema is a tangential connection between individual lines in the left-hand shape. 

At the point when rule A013 is applied there is only a single instance of 
a design description to work on, in this case a side elevation drawing. After 
the 18th rule application, however, Andrew goes on to produce further in-
stances of two-dimensional design descriptions. Up to and including the 
18th rule application it is assumed that the trigger conditions for rule appli-
cation, a particular shape or collection of shapes in the left-hand side of the 
rule, are contained in the same instance of a design description they are 
applied in. After the 18th rule application, therefore, when more than one 
instance or one type of design description has been created, this can no 
longer be assumed. 

Parallel computations across design descriptions 

An example drawn from the same protocol, the first shape rules applied to 
the plan view in actions A030 and A031, illustrate alternative scenarios for 
identifying left-hand shapes from single instances of design descriptions, 
and then multiple ones. The shape rules in question are invoked to create 
lines which connect the upper edges of the supplied base drawing. The ini-
tial shape rule description, which records the right-hand of the shape rules, 
shows these lines being added as straightforward transformations of the 
design description: 
 

  …   
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→ 

  
     

  
→ 

  
     
  …   

 

Fig4. The first shape rules applied in the plan view, A030 and A031. 

Inferring the left-hand of these shape rules, as in Fig5, by noting rela-
tions between elements contained within the plan view suggests that A030 
employs a ‘connect’ rule-based schema. Rule A031 also employs a con-
nect rule-based schema, but this combined here with an ‘offset’ rule sche-
ma applied to the line previously created in rule A030. 

 
 …    
     

 

→ 

 

⇒ 

 
     

 

→ 

 

⇒ 

 
     
 …    

 

Fig5. A030 and A031, with left-hand shapes from the same design description. 

However, as can be seen from the video stills that accompany rules 
A030 and A031, where more than one design description is employed the 
participant may bring them into alignment with one another on their desk 
top. Here Andrew creates explicit spatial relations between elements in 
separate instances of design descriptions, the plan view and side elevation, 
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by aligning a ruler over elements in both design descriptions prior to mak-
ing a mark. 

The trigger shape in both rules is the forward edge of the handle open-
ing in the side elevation. This shape is itself comprised of further shapes 
which were created previously in rules A008, A009, and A011: 
 

  …   
     

  

→ 

  
     

  

→ 

  
     
  …   
     

  

 
→ 

  
     
  …   

 

Fig6. The three shape rules which create the forward edge of the handle opening. 

Considering both design descriptions, and placing them in the same 
orientation as on Andrew’s desk, rule A030 now looks like this: 

 
 …    

 

 

→  

 

⇒ 
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→  

 

⇒ 

 

 …    
 

Fig7. Rule A030 as a parallel computation, with two design descriptions on the 
left-hand side. 

With the addition of the side elevation to the same rules, the parallel 
computation now uses different elements from the plan to trigger, and the 
rule schema can be seen to be tangential connect and connect. 

The left-hand shape of the rule now comprises the combined shape from 
rules A008, A009 and A011 in the side elevation, and the upper edges of 
the base in the plan view. These are related by a tangential connection be-
tween the foremost edge of the element in the side elevation which is pro-
jected across to intersect with the upper edges of the base in the plan view. 

Similarly, in rule A031, a vertical line dropped from the end of the trig-
ger shape is used to place the line drawn between the upper sides of the 
base. 

Spatial relations and representational ambiguity 

The relationship between the plan view and side elevation, imposed by 
their adjacency on a desk top in rules A030 and A031, has apparently pro-
duced a workable result by treating two separate instances of design de-
scriptions as one. It is immediately apparent, however, if the axes of each 
view are labeled, that the transformational space represented by each draw-
ing plane is different: the plan view extends along the X-Y axes, and the 
side elevation extends along the X-Z axes. 
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Fig8. The side elevation occupies the first instance of U*  in x-z drawing plane, the 
plan view the third instance of U*  in the x-y drawing plane. 

Bringing them into their correct spatial relationship highlights the differ-
ing representational purpose, not only of the two design descriptions them-
selves, but also the true relations between the elements contained in differ-
ent descriptions. The ‘vertical’ line in the side elevation is only ‘vertical’ 
while it is in the side elevation. When it is traced across to the plan view 
the same element it then represents a horizontal line instead. 

 
 

 
Fig9. The result of the parallel computation of shape rule A030, in U*U* , when 
they are placed in their correct spatial relation. 

While the spatial relations between the elements involved in triggering a 
rule, in A030 and A031, are clear if the two design descriptions involved 
are treated as a single one, or even as two of the same type in a parallel 
computation, when they are treated as a parallel computation involving 
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two design descriptions in differing spatial orientations it is not clear how 
one can act on the other. 

An answer may lie in a further aspect of the representational ambiguity 
of the linear elements contained in drawings, above and beyond that al-
ready noted. As well as the ambiguity that points, lines, and planes can be 
used to represent physical or spatial features of a design, there is a further 
form in which connected linear elements have a ‘medial’ quality, as they 
and can also be seen as representing the boundary of a plane [5]. 
 

 
Fig10. Examples of medial lines from Klee’s Pedagogical Sketchbook. 

The design descriptions discussed so far, as related orthogonal views of 
the same object, have both kinds of representational ambiguity. The linear 
elements used to represent profiles of parts of the design, rather than lines 
sitting on the two-dimensional surface of the drawing plane, can also be 
thought of as 'medial' lines created by the intersection of the drawing plane 
with an implicit surface which projects at right angles to it. This is possible 
because in orthogonal views the projection employed is a special case of 
the perspective projection where the vanishing point has been set at infini-
ty. This means that lines drawn in any one view can also be treated as 
planes projecting perpendicularly from that view (and parallel to the re-
maining two) which extend to infinity on either side of it (Fig11). 
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Fig11. An element (U12) in the final shape rule (A018) from the 1st instance of U* , 
as it is an orthogonal view, is also a medial line which lies at the intersection of 
the drawing plane with an implicit surface (U23) extending at right angles to the 
drawing plane. 

While this may seem like a technical detail of the orthogonal projection 
system, there is evidence, in this and the other protocols, that implicit sur-
faces form part of design cognition in practice. Returning to Andrew’s pro-
tocol, in some of the first shape rules applied to the three-dimensional solid 
model, A080 – A084, the shape shown previously in rule A018 reappears 
as an implicit surface in rule A084, used to create the top surface of the 
initial block: 

 

 
⇒…⇒…⇒…⇒ 

 
 

 

 

 
 

Fig12. Examples of medial surfaces in the transition from two-dimensional de-
scriptions to three-dimensional ones. 

It is these implicit surfaces which suggest how the relations required be-
tween two-dimensional design descriptions are mediated, and to allow 
them to generate three-dimensional designs. 

Implicit surfaces as correlative devices between design descriptions 

When the implicit surfaces from the linear elements are added to design 
descriptions which have been placed in their correct spatial relation, the in-
tersection of these surfaces generates new lines in three-dimensional space: 
 

 …  
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→ 

 
   
 …  

 

Fig13. Shape rule A030 as a parallel computation in U*U*U* . Implicit surfaces 
(U23, U23) act as correlative devices between the first instance of U*  in the side 
elevation, and the second instance U*  in the plan view, generating further geome-
try at the intersection of the U23 surfaces in a further instance of U*  with the hig-
hlighted line (U12). 

The planes extended from these lines then generate new linear elements 
in the two-dimensional space of the drawing plane. Lines are extended into 
planes, and intersections of planes generate new lines. Representational 
ambiguity leads to medial lines and planes, and part ambiguity leads to 
new lines and planes from decompositions of existing ones. Line and plane 
leads to solid. 

Conclusions 

This research is innovative in that it provides examples of how relations 
work across geometrical design descriptions in practice; either between 
multiple instances of descriptions of the same type (such as numbers of 
drawings of the design from different viewpoints), or between different 
types (such as when two-dimensional descriptions are used to create three-
dimensional ones). 

The initial aim of the enquiry was to devise a means of analyzing the 
phenomenological flow of a series of design protocols. The outcome was a 
segmentation scheme based on Schön and Wiggins’ ‘see-move-see’ cycle. 
This scheme noted the state of the participants’ design descriptions at each 
pause for visual and/or tactile assessment. The practical outcome was a se-
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ries of shape rules derived from empirical evidence of designers’ form 
generation activity. 

In turn, a practical outcome of producing a corresponding series of left-
hand trigger conditions from these rules was the discovery of examples of 
left-hand shapes in one design description triggering right-hand rule appli-
cations in a related one. The theoretical and practical outcome of this is the 
confirmation of the value of multiple descriptions in design, and extension 
of the concept of medial lines to include surfaces extending from the draw-
ing planes of related views which connect elements across them. 

A contribution made by this paper is that, when the relationships be-
tween descriptions of elements of a design are taken into account, that any 
line in a designer's drawing is a medial one. It can be seen as a linear ele-
ment on a planar surface (as happens in most research) or as the intersec-
tion between the drawing plane and a planar surface extending from it. By 
expanding the concept of medial lines as correlative devices that relate li-
near elements in separate drawings (disjoint sets of elements, U*U* ) it is 
possible to explain the relationships between design descriptions which al-
low designers to turn two-dimensional design descriptions into three-
dimensional artefacts. 

The significance of this enquiry to design practice in general, and to 
shape grammars in particular, is that undertaking design by drawing alone 
can result in wasted effort and designs which are inconsistent in three di-
mensions. In those areas of design which are concerned with creating 
three-dimensional objects it is essential to consider the relations between 
design elements, and across a number of descriptions such as related views 
or other descriptions such as models, when generating the form of that ob-
ject. Grammar implementations in particular should ideally work on two 
scales: on the scale of graphical elements in individual instances of design 
descriptions, and on the scale of those descriptions as elements in an n-ary 
of descriptions. The collections of elements such as points, lines, and 
planes should also be considered as elements in an n-ary of descriptions if 
shape grammars are to move beyond points, lines, and planes to the richer 
world that leads from lines and planes to solids. 
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